Channel modeling for mobile cellular communication systems is a rapidly changing area, and the models are becoming increasingly accurate and more comprehensive to allow radio channel simulators to be implemented either by software or hardware to simulate diversity systems with many users. However, the challenge is to develop models that exhaustively reproduce the propagation scenarios accounted in reality. This was done to show how some physical link aspects such as power control and data rate can be tested for quality performance of these systems under real field conditions due to the ability of constructing controlled laboratory testing, though this type of controlled testing is extremely difficult to accomplish in the field due to the practical constraints.
Introduction
Modelling and simulation of mobile radio channel characteristics is essential for repeatable system tests in laboratory as field tests in a mobile environment are considerably more expensive and may require permission from regulatory authorities. Further, because of the random, uncontrollable nature of the mobile propagation path, it is difficult to generate repeatable field test results. Channel simulators can be used to test system performance in a mobile environment in the laboratory, without the need to perform measurements whilst actually mobile. This allows the comparison of the performance of different systems under standardized conditions that would not normally be possible in actual mobile testing situations.
The channel simulators can be categorized into three classes according to the way the channel impulse response is modeled: stored channel impulse response, ray tracing models, and stochastic parametric models. The stored channel impulse responses are based on selected measurements, which are then stored for later use. This method provides actual information from the channel. Examples include some models being proposed in references [1, 2] . The ray tracing models are based on geometric propagation theory and reflection, diffraction, and scattering models. Accurate channel models are possible using this method. However, the high computational burden and lack of detailed terrain and building databases make these models difficult to use [1] . The stochastic parametric models are based on the channel impulse response, characterized by a set of deterministic and random parameters. The values of the parameters and the probability distributions governing their behavior are selected according to measurements.
An excellent survey of the relevant research that has been conducted for a large number of models is presented in reference [3] To evaluate the influence of radio channel on digital transmission, the time dependence of the received signal has been considered when the channel is excited by a pulsed signal having finite time duration [4] . Usually, the RF channel impulse response function is modeled as a combination of delayed and complex-attenuated impulses that are referred to as paths. The amplitude of each path is typically modeled statistically as a Rayleigh distributed random process (or similar) [5] [6] [7] . Unfortunately, these channel models do not include all of the important characteristics of a real channel, as some urban channel exhibits paths with time-varying delays, and with time-invariant amplitude statistics such as line-of-sight discontinuities, and cell appearance/disappearance during motion. Such characteristics can have a significant impact on physical link performance, such as call drops and handoffs, for example [8] [9] [10] [11] .
This paper describes an alternative methodology of synthesizing RF channel models for computer simulation and for laboratory testing that is based on extensive observation of real signals in the field, then processing this field data by creating and storing estimated channel parameter in a pre-defined file format. The channel parameters are estimated from processing the pilot signals from the set of detectable base stations during data collection. This estimated channel is not converted to a statistical model, but rather is stored as a time history of deterministic channel parameters, that can be re-played during testing. Because this alternative approach provides actual information from the channel, it has an advantage when compared with statistical models since the values of the parameters and the probability distributions governing the behavior of statistical models are selected according to measurements. Therefore, the accuracy of these statistical models depends not only on the accuracy of the measurements, but also on the similarities between the environment to be analyzed and the environment where the measurements are carried out. Further, this alternative approach is more accurate compared with currently performed methodology using base station emulator and channel emulator that can synthesize a particular channel based on a statistical model because if the deterministic models are implemented correctly, greater accuracy of the prediction can be expected than in the case of the statistical models [12] .
Channel Modelling
Specification of the transmission channel characteristics has a crucial effect on the design of communication systems. Channel propagation properties, introduces distortion and disturbances as well as the allowable transmitted signal bandwidth determine achievable transmission rate and its quality. Many authors have stressed that without the knowledge of channel characteristics and its time variability the design of a high performances wireless systems in not possible [13, 14] .
Channel Representation
The model for Channel Impulse Response is a combination of complex amplitude and delayed delta functions given by [15] .
where: The path amplitude can also be expressed in magnitude and phase as
Because number of paths, the path amplitudes and the path delays can vary with time, it is possible, at any instant in time; that multiple pilots (diversities) with independent impulse response functions can exist. Diversity for the purpose of this research is defined as a unique pilot received at the user equipment (UE) at some time instant. Further the number of diversities is the number of sectors observed plus the number of transmits diversity pilots present in these sectors. Fig. 1 illustrates the combination of multiple h i (t)'s that contribute to the signal observed by the UE. Channel functions will be stored and represented as a time series of samples of the h i (t)'s as given in equation (1) . A key parameter then is the sampling period used to represent the channel data. Channel sampling should be fast to capture the channel dynamics, but not so fast as to create excessive storage requirements and synthesis processing. Channel sampling methodology is demonstrated in Appendix A.
Data Processing
So far we have considered physical properties of mobile communication channels only, and we have shown that multipath propagation influences the channel impulse response. In real system the radio channel is only a single element in the transmission chain. Therefore, we have to take into account not only the properties of the channel but also the applied signaling rate, as well. Depending on the transmitted signal bandwidth the channel can influence the signal in different ways. To clarify this, let us consider digital transmission through the multipath channel at a data rate of 1.2288 Mb/s, as this is the characteristic for the pseudorandom chip data signaling in the CDMA system IS-95. In the signal bandwidth many maxima and minima of the channel characteristics can be found. Analysis in time domain showed that, the second path delay of 10 μs is the reason for overlapping of the direct path signal by the echo signal delayed by 13 bit periods [16] . Using appropriate binary sequences, it is possible to extract from the received signal the signals arriving along each path separately. In consequence, these signals can be properly combined to maximize the energy of the resulting signal.
Data processing from input data to channel files is accomplished by the following phases.
Primary Synchronization Code Acquisition
This is a WCDMA acquire search to estimate the common pilot channel (CPICH) power and PN position of all detectable primary scrambling codes in the input data at certain time intervals throughout the data. The processing is performed via a searcher module developed (C++ executable) includes; acquiring packet common control channel (PCCPCH) slot timing searching for the primary synchronization code (PSC), acquiring PCCPCH frame timing and scrambling code group by searching for the secondary synchronization code (SSC), and determining the exact scrambling code by searching among members of the code group, and perform PN position list searches. The aim of this processing is to return the PSC, energy, and PN position of all significant peaks. An example of the output of a set of PSC Acquisitions is shown in Appendix B.
Profile Computation
Profile computation is an integration of the data with the PSC of interest over a window of PN positions around the energy concentration, i.e., coherent integration. Each PSC met a minimum energy threshold will provide some information for profile computation including; PSC, an estimate of the PN position of the maximum energy peak of the CPICH at the beginning of the data file, and an estimate of the long term drift of PN position of the energy peak. A typical profile computation is shown in Fig. 2 , with the top plot shows the real and imaginary integration over a window of PN positions, whilst the bottom plot is the magnitude squared of the top plot data. This profile is computed and stored for equally spaced samples in the raw IQ data for each PSC of interest. The window placement is critical because it must contain all of the important channel energy. The window placement is initially based on information obtained from the PSC acquisition, and is moved according to the observed motion of the peak energy in the profile as shown in the bottom plot. A single data point in the window is a complex value computed as cross-correlation between the input data and the scrambling code as follows: 
Path Estimation
It is the process of estimating h i (t) given a sequence of profile samples as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 3 .
Measurements are compared to the modeled output given a particular state (the set of all path amplitudes, phases and delays). An iterative gradient search is performed to refine the state estimate. To capture the correlation of paths over time, the initial estimate of the state is assumed to be the final estimate of the state of the previous channel sample. Also, state update weights are used to control the convergence rate of the state estimates and the relative convergence rates of amplitude, phase, and delay estimates. The states are iteratively refined until the final estimate of the paths that best fits the measured data for the present channel sample is stored. Channel profile from the profile computation (i.e., the measurement) is scaled such that the maximum energy is equal to one, and will be stored Figure 3 . Path estimator algorithm flowchart.
for later de-scaling. The scaled measurement is denotedŝ and all subsequent operations are performed on the scaled measurement. A perfect, noiseless measurement over the channel is modeled as the convolution of the channel impulse response function with the self-convolution of the pulse shaping function. For WCDMA, the pulse shaping function is the Square root-Raised cosine with roll-off factor 22%, and its self-convolution is the raised cosine function r(t) [18] . Thus, the noiseless measurement is
from the shifting property of the delta function in convolution. Further, the measurement residual is defined as
And the gradient matrix may be formed as 
To simplify the computation of the analytical derivative of the raised cosine function, we replace it with a sinc function [19] , because small errors in the gradient should not affect the converged solution. Therefore,
The state update is computed as 251
The weighting matrix W is used to affect the convergence rate of each state variable. The algorithm uses a simple form of W that is a diagonal [3M × 3M ] matrix Higher values for weights slow the convergence of respective state types. The state is now updated as
At this point, path amplitudes, de-scaling, is performed to correct the effect of measurement scaling done before processing the channel profile sample, then this updated state is stored.
Path Assignment and De-assignment
A threshold is established based on a computational function across the profile window, and then is low-pass filtered to reduce the likelihood of assigning a path to noise. Once this exceeds the threshold, a new path is assigned at the maximum position occurs greater than a minimum separation distance from all other assigned paths. On the other hand when the filtered version of the squared amplitude of each path, falls lower than the set threshold, the path is de-assigned.
Channel Scaling and Reconstruction
After path estimation on all possible diversity, then estimates of amplitude, phase and delay of paths for each channel sample are available. Now, it is appropriate to discuss overall channel scaling and laboratory reconstruction of the combined channels from all diversities to duplicate receiver performance in laboratory. The reconstruction architecture used in the laboratory is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Channel power is defined as shown in equation (5):
where, r(t) is the pulse shaping function. Further, the following assumptions were made:
1. The SN R MF B (signal to noise ratio due to matchedfilter bound) is used as the criterion for reconstruction accuracy. If a laboratory system is set up with the same transmit and noise powers that were actually present during field data collection, the SN R MF B for all signals should be the same in the laboratory as was in the field. 2. The transmitted pilot power and overall channel gain are not separable from receiver measurements, i.e., the received field signal equals the resultant of the transmitted field signal and the channel power of diversity i
). Furthermore, in reconstruction, the transmitted pilot power for all base stations is assumed to be constant and equal.
Measurements of
Epi Io are available at a set of channel samples. 4. For comparison purposes, we assume that the reconstructed system has the same signal to noise plus interference ratio
Epi Iori
as the field system, and this will be used to calculate the channel scaling such that if the same signal power setup were configured in the laboratory as was seen in the field, the performance would match. It is also assumed that pilot powers were 252 constant during data collection. Finally, we define the SNR MF B of the ith pilot during data collection as
where: The SNR in the reconstructed setup is
Notice that unspecified interferenceĨoc is not modeled in reconstruction separate from thermal noise. N * is all remaining noise after specified interference.
To make the field SNR match the reconstruction SNR, we let the channel power be represented as a scaled version of the measured quantity, Ep i
where ξ = Reconstruction channel scaling for all diversities (sampling quality) with a value of 0.15 and Ep im is measured by the path estimator, where m is a path index. Also we approximate the energy of the diversity as the sum of the energies of all paths of the diversity Ep i ≈ m Ep im . Finally Further, from assumption (4) above, pilot power ratios (receiver and transmitter) are equal in field and reconstruction, for the purpose of scaling, such that 
Then,
Discussion and Results
The following inferences can be drawn from the graphs obtained:
Firstly, Fig. 5 shows the effect of frequency estimate error on integration errors. The results show, for example, that one must not integrate for more than 1500 chips to guarantee less than 5% error in data where the frequency estimate error can be up to 100 Hz based on a range of mobile speeds up to 250 km/h. Secondly, the effect of δN as defined in equation (6.4) on SNR errors is shown in Fig. 6 . As expected, if noise is reconstructed with perfect magnitude (δN = 1 = 0 dB), then the SNR error δSN R is zero for all noise-to-interference levels.
However, if no noise at all is reconstructed (δN = 0 = −∞ dB), then the reconstructed system will over estimate the SNR as shown by the top curve in the plot (approximately 1 dB if the NIR = −6 dB). Also, for 253 NIR < −15 dB, the error becomes negligible and independent of the magnitude of reconstructed noise. It is important to note that NIR is thermal plus interference noise (Equation 6.4). This means that NIR depends on the success of identifying all broadcasting base stations (of significant power) in the data to be included in interference. All base stations present that are not identified contribute toĨoc rather than Ioc i , increasing the NIR that should be used for error calculation.
Conclusions
Today's fast growing mobile cellular communication places stronger demands on the design of such system. A proper system design requires accurate and reliable radio channel models. To date, a perfect propagation model has not been found, instead, many different prediction tools have been proposed. Therefore, further investigations of methods for increasing accuracy and decreasing computational time are necessary.
The simulation model presented in this research is based on field test measurements conducted at 1 GHz with a 10 MHz bandwidth using a rotating azimuth beam directional antenna at the receiver in rural, suburban and urban environments to develop environmental databases. Channel conditions derived from this data field measurements, are processed to produce a time history of channel impulse response functions for each diversity detected in the data. However, channel sampling should be fast to capture the channel dynamics without creating excessive storage requirements and synthesis processing. The data processing is performed via C++ executable searcher module includes; acquiring PCCPCH slot timing searching for the PSC, acquiring PCCPCH frame timing and scrambling code group by searching for the secondary synchronization code (SSC), and determining the exact scrambling code by searching among members of the code group, and perform PN position list searches. In other words the aim of this processing is to return the PSC, energy, and PN position of all significant peaks, although these results can vary over data due to user motion or receiver local oscillator errors. Further, peaks amplitudes will rise and fall due to multipath fading, and some PSCs may appear or disappear entirely due to motion relative to a transmitter or shadowing. Thus PSC acquisition is performed at regular 1.6 second intervals throughout the data to provide a "profile". Profile computation is an integration of the data with the PSC of interest over a window of PN positions around the energy concentration which will provide some information such PSC, an estimate of the PN position of the maximum energy peak of the CPICH at the beginning of the data file, and an estimate of the long term drift of PN position of the energy peak.
Results obtained clearly demonstrated that if the deterministic models are implemented and reconstructed correctly in laboratory, greater accuracy of the prediction could be expected.
The channel model only specifies the channel, and not the other aspects of the radio link, such as dedicated physical channel setup. Therefore, different dedicated physical link aspects such as handoff, power control, data rate for example, can be characterized using the same channel data, and consequently can be tested in the laboratory for quality performance under real field conditions that would not normally be possible in actual mobile testing situations.
